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CORRECTING THE CLASS WARFARE LIES WHICH PERPETUATE HOMELESSNESS

.
Photo: Greta Thunberg is not only a spokesperson for climate change and brilliant children, but also Asperger’s Syndrome. We plan an article on the truth about
Asperger’s, written by our Editor who grew up with this curse of excessive intelligence. In This Issue: News Media News and Other News, Meetings, Snide Comments.

Great News! We found housing for you! Would you like to live in New Orleans, or
Boston? You want Phoenix? No, too close to San Diego. How about Chicago?
When practical to post an advanced preview, view
this newspaper becoming assembled at
NZ9F.com/SDHNpreview. • There is also a Media
List if a “Proposed” Edition is issued, and you can get
onto that e-mail list and comment before or after
publication at nz9f@hotmail.com, or on Facebook at
facebook.com/San-Diego-Homeless-News1477984309115791/ Donations are accepted at
Paypal.Com , Account nz9f@hotmail.com.

Publication Dates:
We rarely have an edition in June, always have
one in July, rarely have one in August, and now it
is September. I am wondering if we get this out
by the end of the month. Better to be slow and
great, than rush to meet a deadline.

News Media News
and Other News
The most important article is a
series on prison deaths called
“Dying Behind Bars”, a 3-part minibook in Sunday editions of the SD Union-Tribune,
by Jeff McDonald, Kelly Davis, and Lauryn
Schroeder. Impossible to link.

San Diego CityBeat is now under a new
owner and Publisher, Steve Strickbine, of Times
Publications, Tempe, Arizona. This group is not
affiliated with the New York Times, the Los Angeles
Times, the Chicago Sun-Times, nor any other daily
newspaper with the word "Times" in it. CityBeat
started in San Diego about 17 years ago, when Kelly
Davis and David Rolland were sent from Ventura to
establish a newspaper here. Rolland served as its
first Editor, eventually leaving to join the staff of State
Representative Toni Atkins, who was Chair of the
State Assembly and is now Chair of the State Senate.
Rollins and I never saw eye-to-eye, but I got much
better treatment from CityBeat's other two Editors,
Ron Donaho and current (until recently) Editor Seth
Combs. Combs has actually won my "Best Editorial"
category more than once. And, CityBeat has
frequently contained San Diego's best editorials
across all news media.
I cover editorials because I have 56 years as an
Editor, and wrote editorials for the nation's dailies as a
ghost writer throughout the 1970's. In his initial hello
article, Strickbine cites financial difficulties as
CityBeat's need to change ownership, and I've known
that for a long time but it served no positive purpose
to mention it. Thank you for rescuing CityBeat, and if
I can be of help, let me know. The former Publisher
of CityBeat, Kevin Hellman, wrote years ago that he
wanted no contact with the San Diego Homeless
News. I have covered CityBeat in my News Media
News articles for over ten years, and before that for
Yahoo! News.

More recently, CityBeat has apparently eliminated
both Seth Combs ("Up Front, From the Editor") and
Aaryn Belfer ("Backwards and In High Heels") from its
lineup of contributors. They still have the political
editorials of John R. Lamb ("Spin Cycle") and the
cartoons of Tom Tomorrow ("This Modern World").
The rest, of course, just doesn't matter. Lamb is
being as political as ever.
In its edition Sept. 18, there is a renewed “Letters
Wanted” insert, and a letter published objecting to the
Chula Vista Library’s program having men in drag
read stories to children. San Diego has one of the
largest populations of gays and lesbians in the United
States, so even a Flaming-heterosexual Editor like
myself has no objection with this. You can comment
to
the
new
publisher
at
Steve@timespublications.com. The best comment
was by Neal Obermeyer, next article.

Neal Obermeyer,

of San Diego Reader,
who is one of their cartoonists, summed it up in a
cartoon Sept. 12, “Carving Up What’s Left of Local
Media”, where a news editor determines that the
paper can save money by eliminating the content that
readers read. That, of course, would be Seth Combs
and Aaryn Belfer, right? He doesn’t mention CityBeat,
but the news plan contains the word Beat in bold
type. Best cartoon in recent memory. In a class with
the legendary Steve Breen of the U-T. Sorry, not
possible to post link.
Stop the Presses! Have any of you in the news
media ever had to give that order? I have. Not only
is New CityBeat eliminating Combs and Belfer, its two
finest assets, but now it is getting rid of Ryan Bradford
(“Well That Was Awkward”), too. Bradford is the Web
Editor, which makes me wonder if the new
management is going anywhere, because that had to
be the most profitable part of CityBeat. Ryan can be
contacted at ryancraigbradford@gmail.com. He wrote
about the sale of CityBeat in Voice of San Diego, and
has a new podcast. John R. Lamb has an excellent
editorial in the Sept. 25 edition.
John Kitchin, NZ9F, Editor-Publisher, San Diego
Homeless News. Yes, I am San Diego’s Senior
Editor in today’s jumble of Nonsense News Media.

Sidewalk Life is Legal:

The lawsuit
which gives all Western States homeless the right to
live on the sidewalk is called Martin vs. Boise Idaho,
which also makes it unlawful to ticket homeless. This
is for your lawyer. The City of San Diego also has a
Court Order from a previous lawsuit that it must allow
all homeless to sleep on all City property from 9 PM to
5:30 AM, which applies ONLY to the City (not County)
of San Diego. This was since modified to be 9 PM to
6 AM, and exclude Downtown San Diego, which
includes East Village. The City rarely obeys laws nor
court orders when it comes to the homeless, however.

Vivian

Moreno

voted
with
the
Republicans on the San Diego City Council, on a bill
that would require real estate developers to pay
more
money towards the
problems
of
homelessness that they cause. The bill passed, but
Mayor Kevin Faulconer, a Republican, then vetoed
that bill. It would take help from Moreno to override

that veto. It is a moot point, though, because
developers would still only be liable to pay 20% of the
homelessness damages they cause, instead of the
current 10%. Moreno said that additional fees that
developers have to pay would result in fewer homes
being built, and we are currently in a housing
shortage. If you check our archives, I predicted that
either Moreno or Georgette Gomez would become
“Republicanized” and vote with the Republicans. In
the State Legislature we actually have Republicans
running as Democrats. In San Diego, that only
happens on the County Board.
Stellar article by Matt Potter, San Diego Reader,
August 8, City Lights, Under the Radar Section,
“Mara’s Marred Morgan Dene Money”, implicating
City Attorney Mara Elliot as receiving real estate
developer money from the backers of Mayor Kevin
Faulconer. This sort of Conflict of Interests is how
San Diego got to have so many homeless. The
article continues to cite major violations of the Brown
Act, which is a criminal law, regarding Soccer City
and Qualcomm (“Hostess Twinkies”) stadium. The
lack of transparency, if true, and if deemed a criminal
violation, would imply that Organized Crime (a group
which commits criminal acts routinely) runs our city.
When I worked as a Police Chief, in the 1970’s, I
became aware that if you’re looking for gangsters,
look at the City Attorney, District Attorney, Mayor, and
the owners (not Editors) of the news media. The
Italian Godfather? Nope. You’re watching too much
television. Organized Crime is run by the
Freemasons, which are controlled by the Bar
Association and the Latter-Day Saints. The Italians
are just scapegoats, a group of businessmen who
form a class act. You’re supposed to listen to the TV
news, and blame the Italians for everything. Then,
you will never know what is really going on. Make
America Stupid Again.

Homeless Parking:

Gary Warth has a
great article in the San Diego Union-Tribune August
24, front page of Local (B-1) “Citation Forgiveness For
Homeless Widens”, about the Homeless Court. The
program is called Clean Plates, and erases past
parking citations, avoiding parked cars from being
towed. If you get ticketed for sleeping in your car or
RV, this program can get tickets erased.
Warth also writes about “Recovering Addicts Speak
to Homeless”, Sept. 3, Page B-1, about a program
designed to reduce dope usage.
San Diego,
however, fights its homeless via having no toilets, no
showers, no trash receptacles, and continuous
harassment they call “outreach”. These things, and
tough new parking restrictions for living in vehicles,
has led to a lot more suicides, plus an increase in
drug and alcohol use, and also mental illness, so a
program trying to deal with these things is probably in
order. Being extremely mean to the homeless,
requiring that they be locked up in a Concentration
Camp that functions as a jail, such as Father Joe’s
Villages, has resulted in hundreds of suicides,
rampant alcoholism, and booming narcotics sales.
The real estate cartels have been changing San
Diego into a copy of Los Angeles’ Skid Row. They
are now beginning to succeed in making the situation
here as desperate as there. This drug treatment plan
has the slogan, “Are you done?” Our official response
is, “No, most of us are still alive.” The city won’t quit

harassing us until we are dead, and it is the policies of
the city and county that cause our lives to be not
livable. This has not changed the past 30 years, but
now that ALL the cheap housing has been torn down,
quintupling San Diego rent prices, where can the
Mormon-Freemason Mafia real estate cartel go from
here? Every year hundreds die just from being
homeless.

Voice of San Diego

has an ad on Google
calling it San Diego Homeless News. I suppose that
is a category as opposed to a title, but I keep getting
calls for Voice of San Diego, saying things like,
“You’re that group of homeless people who puts out
Voice of San Diego podcasts, right?” Nope. We
respect Voice of San Diego as a legitimate and
unusually-accurate news organization, but do not
confuse them with San Diego Homeless News. We
are the homeless newspaper people, they are the
podcast people, okay? They do usually have a good
selection of on-line news articles, too, and so do we.
Staying with Voice of San Diego, their on-line news
site has two excellent articles of note at this time:
Adriana Heldiz writes in the Voice of San Diego
August 29, 2019, about how the downtown San Diego
library is also a refuge for the homeless. And, Megan
Wood writes August 20 a column called “…your
questions answered”, a rare super-truthful story about
the homeless problem. The only thing I disagree with
is that Utah was one place which greatly decreased
its number of homeless. Nope. They cooked the
books, also taking advantage of a definitions-change
of the HUD term “Chronic Homeless”. We covered
that.

Hello, Wall Street Journal?
Economics: New Mayor? New President?
Either one is going to be blamed for the current and
upcoming Second Great Depression that started in
February of 2006, made me homeless via the failure
of my small business in November 2007, crashed the
Stock Market in 2008, and crashed Real Estate in
2009. From that point, banks were rescued but not
homeowners, and major corporations were rescued,
but not small businesses.
Further government
economic stimulation from 2009 to 2019 resulted in
the Leading Economic Indicators booming, but all of
the money went to the nation’s wealthiest 3,000
people. If you are a Democratic candidate for
President, be thankful if you do not get nominated.
Trump will win, of course, because of a recent deal
with Russia that they will fix the election (again) and in
return he will give them a big slice of our military
technology. Can you say Capital Treason? He is
innocent until proven guilty, but since he runs the
Justice Department, Defense Department, and even
the CIA, will the truth ever be told?
Supposedly the State of California is now giving EBTFood money to SSI recipients. Up until now, they
have been blocked from getting such money, known
as Cal-Fresh. No word on whether that reduces cash
“California High-Cost” additional money to homeless
individuals. Toni Atkins sponsored this bill, and we
think maybe her conscience bothers her about the
role she had in making so many homeless in San
Diego.
Her wife is Jennifer LeSar of Lesar
Development.
They have been sending a
representative to some of the homeless meetings, so
maybe things will get better after 30 years of
continually getting worse. Oh, we at this newspaper
pioneered the phrases “his husband” and “her wife”.
You’re welcome. I’m not gay but many of my friends
have been, lifetime.
Gary Warth, San Diego Union-Tribune, writes
“Church’s Shelter Future Uncertain”, Sept. 10,
about a Christian church operating many services not
permitted by the City. In the past few months, 5
different churches were said to have taken part in
Hate Speech against gays and lesbians, illegal
homeless shelters that abuse homeless, and even
one church engaging in Racism. I recall one church
last year offering help to Black homeless people at
the Ocean Beach pier, Black people only, and they
took them to Southeast San Diego, the Black area of
San Diego, giving them one night’s lodging, free. In
the morning, however, these Black people were not
taken back to Ocean Beach. Urban Renewal? No,
Urban Removal. Repression. The church known as
God’s Extended Hands (the homeless call it God’s
Extended Finger) had to shut down its East Village
homeless area (“The Bottoms”) shelter a few months
back too. A Black Baptist church, they have been
providing meals for many years near 17th and Island
Avenue. Lots of complaints about their food being
way too “holy” (Eucharistic).
One other local church, per NBC News, was recently
indicted for 12 counts of Slavery, forced labor, and
they supposedly used the money from that slavery to
help the poor and homeless, but forced them to
panhandle for money 12 hours a day. They were a
fake church in Chula Vista called Imperial Valley
Ministry.

Our take is that churches should be prohibited from
dealing with homeless people because they cause so
much mental damage and so many suicides, as well
as drug and alcohol abuse, all resulting from feeding
poor people so much human blood and semen in the
“free” food they give away. These churches spread
despair in their demeaning of the homeless as
“sinners”. I have personally lost half a dozen friends
because they joined a church and then took their own
lives. We do not advocate the use of violence against
churches, but to some extent we understand why
some people are upset with them. For all the good
they do, churches do even more harm than good, and
the news media usually shuts up about that. Shame
on all of us.
How do we shut down missionary churches who
brainwash, hypnotize, deceive, and psychologically
damage people, under the guise of providing help?
How do we stop the indirect murder of our youth and
homeless by religious groups who insist it is their
right? There must be a better way to go, other than
burning churches and shooting people, and I call
upon everyone to help find a better solution.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

MEETINGS:
This edition contains what went on at two different
meetings of the Basic Dignity Coalition, one of them
the first Thursday of August, and the other the first
Thursday of September.

August 1, 2019.
Attendance was 20. There are so many things going
on that it is impossible to explain it all. The 16 th St.
downtown storage center is still full, and there is still a
waiting list to use it. People are still refusing to go to
the other storage center in Sherman Heights,
probably due to crime and intolerance. Survival
Distribution of items was also a success, and gave
out 235 blankets, among many other things. Free
Legal Aid is still available from 6-7 PM Thursday
nights by calling 619-354-9879.

Most Rev. John Kitchin, NZ9F, Atheist-Pagan Bishop
Sheep, goats, cats, and assholes who cause suicides
by pumping heads full of Jesus-bullshit while
molesting your children. The Blabby Church of the
Fake Gospels and their cartoon-hero Jesus Christ
want to have their Pastor Buttface fart out a sermon at
you. Hold your nose, because here it comes!
Three other churches made the news regarding the
manipulative, negative, shocking, and anti-society
things that many churches do. We support churches
that do not get involved in being anti-Civil Rights, antiReproductive Rights, anti-gay and lesbian, and biblethumping, while trying to brainwash people.

On the Mayoral Race:

A Journalism student from Princeton University was
present, writing about the San Diego homeless
situation.
He claimed to be well-read on the
Homeless-Owned website and also this newspaper.
That is good, because most universities teach pure
lies and rigged studies instead of the truth. He
emphasized that work in the homeless community
needs to be real volunteers, and not involving
nonprofits. He is studying the effects homelessness
has on couples and lovers. He mentioned the Alpha
Project (Bob McElroy) and his Wheels For Change
project as being a good one, and we all agree.
Wheels For Change hires homeless people to clean
streets and sidewalks, picking up trash.

There are 3
candidates for Mayor of San Diego, so far. Barbara
Bry is currently on the City Council, representing La
Jolla. We tentatively endorsed her earlier, because
she Recused herself (declared a personal interest
and abstained from voting) on a real estate issue.
That takes honesty, and that is very rare in a
politician. She is not our pick for Mayor anymore,
because of two things: First, she has sounded the
alarm regarding increased population density. Well,
does that mean the homeless problem can never go
away? Gentrification caused real estate to go up
700%, but that automatically brings high density along
with it. Example: New York City. The other thing
about Bry that concerns us is her lack of knowledge
about the homeless situation. She seems to think
that all San Diego needs is hundreds of people with iphones, each one outreaching (or harassing) the
homeless. That would result in the use of weapons
and Arson, so it is a very bad idea. Let’s keep this
friendly, and let’s have you folks in government learn
something about the homeless issue, instead of just
believing the fake stuff you were taught in college.
Fake studies may bring in a lot of money into a
university, but they also obscure the truth, making it
much more difficult to solve a problem.

Next, Jeeni Crisenzo spoke about no longer being
with Amikas, nor necessarily endorsing their agenda.
Criscenzo ran for Congress, and established Amikas
as a nonprofit housing female veterans, back in a time
when none of the military shelters accepted women.
She also worked with former San Diego City Council
Member Floyd Morrow, who developed “Tiny
Houses”, the program that greatly eliminated
homeless problems in Tijuana.

The second candidate for Mayor is Todd Gloria, who
represented Hillcrest when he was on the City
Council.
Under his tenure, real estate prices
skyrocketed but so did the number of homeless.
Barbara Bry has no fault in creating our huge
homeless problem (40,000 if we tell the truth), but
Gloria had a big hand in it. Gloria gets much of his
money from the Mayor’s people, Republicans, and
from real estate developers. He is pro-corporate and
served on the City Council during the years when San
Diego became “America’s Homeless City”, even
having an impact upon the news media, helping them
tell a whole bunch of lies that made the homeless
situation worse.
In those days, Gloria greatly
influenced David Rolland, who founded and edited
San Diego CityBeat, along with Kelly Davis. They
were the ONLY newspaper covering the homeless
issue with any tiny bit of truth, except, of course, right
here. We consider Gloria to be a Republican posing
as a Democrat. In the end, though, if he were to
“repent”, for lack of a better word, and actually DO
something about the homeless problem, he has a bit
more of a command of the problem than Bry.

UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization toured San Diego’s
homeless community recently for the first time in
years. On their previous visit, they determined San
Diego homeless were living in worse slum poverty
than any refugee camp in the world. This led to our
motto of San Diego being America’s Homeless City.
The United Nations became involved when the San
Diego County Grand Jury, years ago, found San
Diego to be one of the worst places in the nation to
live, and tied that to our homeless problem.
Subsequent investigations by other Grand Juries over
the years then started to become “rigged”, where only
brainwashed persons who knew nothing about the
truth of the problem were permitted on the Grand
Jury.

The third candidate for Mayor, Tasha Williamson,
has no chance of getting elected, but does get to
speak up on the issues. She has been homeless,
and so knows twenty times more about the issue than
the other candidates combined. She is the “token
Black person” being permitted to run, in order to
quash the notion that San Diego ought to have a
Black Mayor. That might end our current unlawful
Real Estate Red-Lining, which prohibits most Black
people from living in certain parts of San Diego, a
super-Racist city. A vote for Williamson is symbolic,
and says “All you gangster politicians SUCK!” Who
we really need for Mayor is a Black lesbian Moslem
whose wife is a Palestinian from Israel. As the
(Atheist) Pagan Bishop, my beliefs are that we need
to eliminate religion and beliefs as a weapon of war,
oppression, suppression, and repression of our fellow
humans and the homeless.

Jeeni now claims that further research on the
communities that cities have built using Tiny Homes
has resulted in a lot of Domestic Violence involved in
them, just for starters. She no longer supports this
plan, and also says that all alternative plans were
forced to never happen, because of real estate
developers and their control of City Hall. She has
always had a very realistic analysis.
Tiny Cabin Villages are still the answer, but they must
have cooking and bathing facilities, a maximum stay
of 2 years at one location, a large number of small
locations must exist, residents volunteering to provide
security, and an advisory board to deal with
neighbors.

When Melanie Stuart was Chair of the Homeless
Editorial Board she was on the Grand Jury which
investigated homelessness, but was fired for knowing
too much, and asking the wrong (or right) questions.
San Diego County feared that the Grand Jury was
learning too much. These things happened when
Jerry Sanders was Mayor. The situation is now even
worse. The San Diego news media completely
ignored the United Nations reports on San Diego and
its “America’s Homeless City” refugee camps like
Father Joe’s Villages, Veterans Village, Alpha
Square, and PATH Connections Housing.
We
sometimes refer to them as “New Auschwitz”, named
after one of Adolph Hitler’s most famous “homeless
shelters”.
The Vehicle Habitation and Overnight Parking
Ordinances are still being challenged in court. The
new Ordinance has more than tripled cocaine and
heroin use in San Diego because of the worry,
anxiety, and uncertainty for those 20 thousand San
Diego homeless who sleep in motor vehicles. The
City and County do not even admit we have that
many homeless, total, although the truth is that we

have about 40,000 homeless, or just a few hundred
shy of that.

September 5, 2019,
Another meeting of the Basic Dignity Coalition. 15
present. Adam pointed out that many bus stops
needed by the homeless have been closed, and that
bus routes have been re-routed, too. Most bus stops
near dollar-stores have either been moved or
eliminated, and those that remain only have half as
many seats for the poor people with their crutches
and walkers to sit down on. This is progress in a city
that is now 40% elderly and will become 65% elderly
in the next few years?
The big news is that it is reported that Cal-Fresh, the
state equivalent of the Federal Food Stamp
Program, can now by accessed by those with SSI
benefits.
Up until now, anyone who got SSI
(Supplemental Security Income) was not eligible for
SNAP, Cal-Fresh, EBT Food Benefits, or similar. No
word yet as to whether homeless people would lose
their State High-Cost Supplemental Cash Benefit if
they sign up for Cal-Fresh. The State of California
has a small fund that goes to those who are
homeless, and thus need all the help they can get.
This money is paid to the Federal Government and
becomes part of Social Security or SSI deposits.
Champion of poverty and homeless law, attorney
Scott Dreher, has his daughter Leilani helping the
United Nations with their investigation of San Diego.
She has a channel on YouTube.
Dr. Megan Welsh, of San Diego State University, has
a study ongoing regarding the SEVI, Social and
Economic Vulnerability Initiative, especially as it
impacts the homeless who use the San Diego
riverbed for a home. There are impacts regarding
hygiene, water, and sanitation, and her data is being
shared with the United Nations. It is now estimated
that 65% of the San Diego homeless are now in
canyons, riverbeds, and rural areas. Professor Welsh
can generally be accessed at the Mission Valley
Library, at the Fenton Parkway trolley stop.
Some of her research included the fact that homeless
were being pushed away from certain resources, and
that river homeless got less contact with social
service
providers
and
more
contact
with
environmental services.
Also, they had daily
struggles with toilets, showers, and water. Entire
days were spent just trying to get water access.
There was a lot of open defecation, and very high
rates of diarrhea. She wanted to see what could be
done to no longer criminalize homelessness. The
Homeless Editorial Board wrote a web page on the
ongoing 30-year struggle to try to make being
homeless unlawful, and it can be viewed at
NZ9F.com/Police. Be sure to click on the link to the
San Diego Police website. These policies originated
with former Mayor Jerry Sanders, who was once our
Chief of Police.
For a few years there has been an attempt to
combine the Homeless Choir, Burrito Boys, and
the Basic Dignity Coalition into a single group, and
a lot of effort has gone into this. I have been the one
who reports on group directions within BDC, because
I have been at all but 5 or 6 of their more than 120
monthly meetings. Gay and lesbian groups have tried
to make this group about dignity for homosexuals,
lesbian Women’s Rights groups have tried to make it
all about dignity for women (only), and there were

religious groups that wanted to make it all about
Jesus, too. The basic theme of the group is about
poverty and homelessness, and what can be done
to provide better support for those victims of
society which were made homeless by real estate
developers.
I fail to see how trash cleanups, choirs, food
giveaways, religious talks, and a lot of other things
help at all. One group of concerned women wanted
to bring in the Rock Church to lecture men on how to
treat women. We think groups like that, although
well-meaning, victimize more than they help. San
Diego’s biggest problem is that the homeless and
poor keep getting fed a huge amount of human
blood and semen in the “free” food provided, and
that makes them less able to think straight,
organize, politicize, and make good decisions
about their own lives.
It also leads directly to
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, but you already know
that if you’re any sort of minister. I teach Seminary,
and I am the Pagan Bishop. I promised never to lie
on a religious issue, so I am openly Atheist, even
though most ministers keep their Atheism a secret.
The latest incarnation of attempts to take over the
group has actually resulted in one of the Directors
getting appointed to the RTFH (Regional Task Force
on the Homeless), so this could have some political
benefit. I stopped writing about the RTFH years ago
when it seemed like they had no benefit to the
homeless situation. It also looked to me like the
Homeless Committee of the San Diego City Council
was doing nothing useful whatsoever, either.

Articles on Homeless History
which may or may not make the next
editions: Water Man beatings and lawsuit,
homeless property confiscations and lawsuit, a
thousand die to build Petco Park, the Portland Loos,
downtown toilet destruction, arson of homeless
camps.
Article on Asperger’s Syndrome and Greta
Thunberg.
Publisher John Kitchin had/has
Asperger’s, thought to be an evolutionary
advancement of the human brain.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Snide Comments:
Trump used the words “a disgusting rat and rodent
infested mess”.
Was he talking about his
Administration or his toupee?
“You are whatever you settle for.” Janis Joplin
New Blammo-Vend handgun vending machines help
keep you safe and sell over 8 different kinds of quickblaster pre-loaded fully-automatic weapons. Each clip
contains over 125 rounds, so they are like handgun
assault weapons. Each gun also comes with two
extra clips. Blast ‘em dead with Blammo-Vend.
Coming soon to a shopping mall or trolley stop near
you. (When something pisses me off I write a not-sofunny joke to call attention to it.)
Re-runs of Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show, one of
NBC’s longest-running programs, are currently being
aired on Antenna, a part of the CW Network, on
channel 69.2 in San Diego. Three of his jokes this
past week were about Donald Trump, 32 years ago.
Johnny said, “I was driving down the street in New
York, and I noticed a man collecting aluminum cans

on the sidewalk. I got five dollars out of my wallet,
and rolled down the car window to give it to him.
Then he turned around, and I noticed it was Donald
Trump.” Another joke said that Jennifer Flowers, who
was the Mistress of Bill Clinton when he was the
Governor of Arkansas, would make a good “Mistress
Substitute” for Trump. Three decades from homeless
trash collector to President? All it takes is being a
Captain in the Russian Mafia, right?
Always use the automatic lanes at the supermarkets
and department stores, because otherwise those
automatic machines get fired and end up outside on
the sidewalk.
Nobody has any sympathy for
automatic cashier machines once they hit the
sidewalk.
The local governments will now be spending over a
Gazillion Dollars buying each homeless person a
huge boat anchor that they can tie to their necks and
jump off a pier. This will greatly reduce our homeless
problem.
Show that you are PROUD to be a homeless person
instead of dead. You face a continuous hour-by-hour
struggle to survive. • If you can prove something, it
probably isn’t true. • My hallucinogenic drug is
champagne. • Did you know that Donald Trump is
older than Bernie Sanders? Hard to tell with his wig,
plastic surgery, and lots of cocaine use. • Trump
Manure Processing and Fertilizer Corporation. It’s
really good shit. • God’s Open Arms. Specialists in
assault weapons. Solving society’s biggest problems,
one body at a time. Get certified as a Master Blaster.
40% off all grenade launchers, for convicted felons
only!
Ask about our huge selection of stinger
missiles. • Carmel Mountain Ranch is on Carmel
Fudge Pecan Road, right? It’s between Jimmies
Drive and Maraschino Cherry Place. • I once worked
at a church that used sweet rolls for Holy
Communion. They are bread, but it gives the phrase
“cream filling” a whole new meaning. • Welcome to
San Diego? How long before you go home? People
get stuck in San Diego and end up enjoying the many
fine amenities of living on the sidewalk. •

Broadcast History: My article “Weathergirl” was
censored out, the story of the first on-air women in
broadcasting in the 1950’s.
TV stations hired
prostitutes that would broadcast the weather, plus
give sex to the all-male news staff. In Milwaukee, the
Jewish television station refused to hire a Weathergirl,
instead hiring John Coleman to do stand-up comedy
during weather forecasts. This would lead to him
founding The Weather Channel and inventing the
Chroma-Lock, a television device which permitted a
weathercaster to stand in front of a green screen and
have their image superimposed on a weather map.
To this day, Chroma-Lock technology is used to
superimpose images used below the faces of news
anchors, such as “Beatings Continue and Local Police
Baffled” or even “News Continues After These
Messages”.
Asked why John Coleman, a
professional poker player, would move to San Diego,
he replied, “It’s the weather, silly.”
Planned articles include a treatise on Asperger’s
Syndrome, comments on the new Master Plan for
homelessness, and comments on our new mental
health plan for San Diego County. Also see the
proposed articles on homeless history, one column to
the left, just above Snide Comments.
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DONATIONS were not accepted for many years
because it caused too many problems of all
different sorts. Now, you can donate if you want,
using PayPal.Com, account nz9f@hotmail.com.
Money will be used to feed poor people, buy office
supplies, provide antibiotics, house battered
women and drug addicts that need help, and do
some basic political activism.
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Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the
zoo, except you’re the exhibit.

Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News •
YouTube: NZ9F (all caps)
We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group,
the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection
from discrimination in employment, housing, education,
nor hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens
when everything you do to prevent it fails to work.
Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes
no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope,
just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This
ends the problems that society forced upon them. SelfServatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind,
because they don't believe in God.

These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. "They" is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.
The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis
to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.

A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige,
“Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of
London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that
founded the llluminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family,
and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar
bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of
the more modern agencies of these same above groups.
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